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Introduction

 This workbook offers the merest taste of the insight 

and possibilities open to anyone who understands the 

Laws of Potential. I have written 3 books on potential, and 

am still awed by the range of applications I continue to en-

counter. I hope, after you’ve sampled this workbook, you’ll 

be back for more. 

 The discovery of the Laws of Potential is one of the 

great accomplishments of the last century. Why? For two 

essential reasons.

 First: Someone has finally found the components of 

potential and turned it into a scientific process. Second: It 

is modelled after nature! This means it goes beyond 

human manipulation. If you try to “spin” it, distorted results 

will be obvious to all. 

 This then is a New Natural Law. Natural Law is a 

theory that relates to the existence of a law whose content 

is set by nature and therefore has validity everywhere.

“What the law commanded varied from place to 

place, but what was “by nature” should be the 

same everywhere.”

    - Aristotle, “The Laws”

Robert J. Flower
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Potential

The Definition of Potential

 Like its counterpart in physics, human potential is 

unrealized energy. It is defined as follows: Something that 

does not yet exist, but can be imagined -- it is latent.

Our experiences over 29 years of research show that 

The Development of Potential is the Fundamental

Purpose of Humankind

“When I die, God will ask me one question: what

did you do with what I gave you?”

- Robert Flower
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The Laws of Potential

1. Potential is an energy

2. Potential has 3 basic components:
The ability to create;• 
The ability to organize;• 
The ability to act.• 

3. The 3 components of energy have 13 aspects: 
    these are the 13 components of Natural Intelligence 
    and Thinking (NaTI). They explain how we think, 
    learn and behave.

4. Potential contains Polarity/Duality.

The Theory of Everything

 The Theory of Everything is a scientific thesis that 

embraces the possibility of understanding everything and 

anything. It does this by relating everything to a core factor, 

a basic underlying cause, reason or purpose, that being the 

achievement of our potential.

Exercise:

 Find something you think may be outside of, or NOT 

included within the three basic components of potential.
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Natural Intelligence

 The three basic components of potential break down 

into 13 aspects of understanding and intelligence.
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Natural Thinking (NaTI)
NaTI 

Principles
Typical

Approach
Natural 

Approach

Creative Intelligences
Focus/Awareness What I want at-

tracts me
Gathering info, 
seeking direction

Beliefs/Concepts How does it fit into 
my mindset?

Establishing im-
ages for achieving

Communication/
Expression

Doing what I want Achieving purpose

Organizational Intelligences
Reflection/
Feedback

What is the other 
person like?

What am I like?

Systems/
Processes

Rote Systems order

Models I do what fits Utilizing objective, 
successful models

Evaluation Judging Setting priorities

Details Looking at other 
things separately

Parts of a whole

Synthesis I am the center Integration

Functional Intelligences
Physical I do what makes 

me feel good
I utilize things for 
an end goal

Mental Logic, rational Systems thinking

Emotional Satisfaction Motivation

Intuitive/
Spiritual

Religious Essence
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How We Learn and 
Understand

 The ABC’s of Learning and Understanding.

  A Awareness (Focus)

 + B Beliefs (Concepts)

  C Character of Communication

 Awareness + Beliefs = Character of Communication 

 (Physical, Mental, Emotional, Intuitive)
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The Law of Polarity

 Included within the Laws of Potential is another 

powerful law: Polarity, otherwise known as Opposition.

 The three qualities and 13 aspects of potential are 

non-referential - neutral. They do have the capacity to take 

on a positive or negative character, a yin or yang, an oppo-

site.

 But these opposites (Duality) are modified within a 

whole, or greater, notion. This greater notion is achieved 

when we transcend the opposites -- that is, incorporate them 

into something higher, greater.

Exercise

 Take an issue and look at its opposites and its • higher    

           meaning.

 For every action, there is an equal and opposite • 

reaction. Think of something you’re opposed to and 

find its opposite. Describe both. Look for similarity.
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Keys to Success

 Here are some fundamental principles for 

achieving success.

Don’t Quit!• 

Self Reliance (You -- and only you --have the • 

power to change your life through understanding 

your potential)

Follow the Mirror. Use your Reflection • 

Intelligence to observe how others behave. What 

bothers us most in others is usually a mirror of 

ourselves.

Great Restrictors of Achievement:

Fear, Ego, Ignorance and Self-Deception are the roadblocks 

to using your NaTI. Avoid them!

Fear:  Be courageous.

Ego: Get your self-pride out of the way.

Ignorance: Know before you go.

Self-Deception: Face the truth. Regardless.

Exercise

 Apply the above to a personal issue in your life.

Do you quit easily?• 

Do you take responsibility or do you often think the • 

problem lies in others?

Do you see what’s bothering you as an inner • 

reflection?
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How We Learn

We learn through our 6 Organizational Intelligences

By seeing our • reflection in the behavior of others

By adapting • models

By following • patterns/procedures

By•  measuring/priorities

By gathering • details

By viewing the • whole picture

How We Function

We function by using our 4 Functional Intelligences

Physically (athletes, surgeons)• 

Mentally (scientists, teachers)• 

Emotionally (actors, motivators)• 

Intuitively (visionaries, innovators)• 


